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ABSTRACT

This paper extends the body of research asking lots of questions about/trying to find the truth about possible differences in face to face and online delivery of a business law course. Using a like nothing else in the world survey, it asks lots of questions about/tries to find the truth about student perceptions of their learning and understanding of very important course ideas, as well as student happiness from meeting a need or reaching a goal with the course and course instruction. Further, the paper explores the particular features/qualities/traits of online against/compared to/or face-to-face students that may hit/affect their happiness from meeting a need or reaching a goal.
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INTRODUCTION

Institutions of after high school education are increasing their distance chances to learn things in response to related to social pressure, how people act toward each other, etc. demand for more convenient and flexible methods of college instruction, and as Falk & Blaylock (2010) suggest, making distance learning a "central focus". These opportunities can include combination courses, taught partially face to face and partially online, or courses taught fully online. As the addition of distance chances to learn things can be a money-related concern for an institution, it is important to discover the best practices in creating online education that is as effective and acceptable as the usual face to face format (Bernard et al., 2004). Throughout related to school and learning books, two questions remain: (a) is it possible for fully online instruction to be as effective as traditional face to face instruction? and (b) does fully online instruction make happy by meeting a need or reaching a goal student demands the same as face to face instruction? (Bernard et al., 2004). This paper addresses the fully online course, specifically of the business law control/field of study, which most business schools include in their needed/demanded undergraduate school courses to make happy by meeting a need or reaching a goal approval from an organization ability to be picked/ability to participate through the Association to Advance College-related Schools of Business. Although people who work to find information have compared face to face and online sections of the same course in other business fields of study and in the college courses that teach about people (Lyke & Frank, 2013; Driscoll et al., 2012; McFarland & Hamilton, 2005). There is little research on this comparison in business law. Because introductory business law courses are having a unique quality in aspects such as students' likely initial exposure to complex legal ideas, the open to opinion and judging; not black-and-white and related to thinking a lot about what things mean to you nature of the control/field of study, and the less having to do with measuring things with numbers focus than more than two, but not a lot of other business set of basic school lessons courses, it is important to examine the impact definitely/as one would expect delivery model on both student learning and student happiness from meeting a need or reaching a goal.

This paper adds/gives to the discussion of business law's use of online learning. We chose to ask lots of questions about/try to find the truth about the business law control/field of study not only due to the lack of research comparing business law online and face to face courses, but because business law is to an important extent different from other common core
business courses, including accounting, finance, money flow/money-based studies, and information systems. Where these common core courses are mostly having to do with measuring things with numbers and goal, business law is a having to do with figuring out the quality of things without measuring them with numbers and open to opinion and judging; not black-and-white control/field of study. Business law is not often offered as a major in business schools so students may not give a core business law course the same focus and attention as one that was their business major of choice. Also, business law is in most events the first time students have had legal studies, making the course more foreign than mathematically based courses such as the common core listed above. We ask lots of questions about/try to find the truth about whether students taught using an identical course delivery plan by the same instructor, in online and face to face sections of an introductory business law course, perceive their learning and course happiness from meeting a need or reaching a goal equally. We further explore clearly stated/particular student features/ qualities/ traits that may add/give to differences in happiness from meeting a need or reaching a goal levels between the two delivery formats, such as student age, the number of hours that students work outside of school, and the number of credit hours in which students are enrolled.
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